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As semiconductor devices continue to scale down below the 10 nm node, 
deposition of conformal, ultra-thin layers on high aspect ratio features becomes very 
challenging. As such, there is a need to deposit these materials with precise thickness and 
stoichiometry control via atomic layer deposition (ALD). Two main applications for 
ALD occur during BEOL microelectronic device processing after the MOSFET has been 
fabricated: barrier layer deposition and interconnect fill. These two applications will be 
the focus of this dissertation. ALD barrier layers are typically conductive nitrides, as 
such, this work will discuss growing several nitrides with ALD using N2H4 which has the 
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main advantage of being able to grow at lower deposition temperatures. Commonly used 
barrier layers, titanium nitride (TiN) and tantalum nitride (TaN) have been extensively 
studied in devices because of their ideal thermal, mechanical, and electrical properties 
and ability to act as metal diffusion barriers, but typically require high deposition 
temperatures due to using less reactive NH3 as the N-containing precursor. Additionally, 
amorphous boron nitride was explored due to it having shorter bonds than TiN and TaN 
potentially making it a more-effective diffusion barrier that could be scaled down to films 
that must be less than 5 nm thick. These three materials in particular will be the focus in 
Chapters 2 and 3. 
Deposition of conductive interconnect metal in shrinking vias is another common 
problem facing the microelectronics industry. Traditionally, Al and then Cu have been 
used due to their high conductivities; however, in small critical dimensions, the resistivity 
of Cu increases due to electron scattering. Therefore, new materials and processing 
conditions are being explored that can offer lower resistivity for interconnect fill in these 
small critical dimension features. Chapter 4 of this dissertation will discuss two selective 
ALD processes (Co and Ru) that can allow for bottom-up fill of the interconnect metal. 
This would induce the formation and growth of larger grains, which are expected to 
decrease via and interconnect resistance. Reducing grain boundaries and decreasing 
surface roughness achieve this. For the analysis and characterization of ALD films, in 
situ XPS and STM along with ex situ AFM were mainly employed to characterize the 
chemical, electrical and topographical features of the deposited films and surfaces. To 
further study the conductivity of films, ex situ four-point probe measurements were 
performed.  
		
 
1 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
 
1.1 Microelectronic Device Scaling 
 In order to keep up with Moore’s Law, microelectronic devices have to keep 
shrinking to increase the number of transistors in a limited area. Currently, device scaling 
has reached the sub-nanometer regime requiring Angstrom (Å) level precision when 
depositing films particularly on high aspect ratio features used in current device 
architectures. As a result, more conventional deposition techniques with less processing 
control in the nanometer regime, such as CVD and PVD (chemical and physical vapor 
deposition) are now in competition with ALD. ALD can achieve conformal ultra-thin 
film deposition by alternating exposure to various precursors in a sequential manner 
typically at a lower growth temperature (< 400°C), which is advantageous for back-end-
of-line (BEOL) applications (1, 2). 
 The goal of this dissertation is to describe novel ALD processes that were 
developed that can produce suitable films that can replace technology that is currently 
being utilized in industry. For instance, for barrier layer applications, conductive metal 
nitrides are deposited with plasma-enhanced processes (3-6). By using a more reactive N-
containing source (N2H4), a thermal ALD process can produce desirable films at lower 
temperature with good film nucleation. In particular, three ALD nitrides—BN, TiN, and 
TaN and the corresponding growth conditions, film characteristics, and applications will 
be discussed in the subsequent chapters. Additionally, being able to deposit novel metals 
for interconnect applications has become a big area of focus during BEOL processing. Co 
		
 
2 
and Ru metal are replacing Cu at small feature sizes due to their ability to have improved 
conductivities (7, 8). Moreover, depositing these materials via a selective process can 
allow for the films to grow bottom-up, a desirable result that can lead to less surface 
roughness and grain boundaries that can ultimately lead to an improvement in 
conductivity. 
 
1.2 ALD Processing Fundamentals 
 
Most ALD procedures consist of two half-reactions, in which each precursor is 
separately and sequentially dosed onto the sample in vacuum. Each half-reaction self-
limits, and ideally one monolayer of the desired ALD material is deposited after one 
complete cycle. To prevent CVD and unwanted byproduct reactions from occurring, 
purges with an inert gas must succeed each half cycle; therefore, a typical ALD cycle is 
performed as follows: precursor A is exposed to the sample surface, a purge with an inert 
gas is ran to remove unreacted precursor and reaction byproducts, precursor B is exposed, 
and lastly, a inert gas purge is ran again to remove byproducts and excess precursor. 
Numerous cycles can then be performed to achieve a desired film thickness. As an 
example, Figure 1.1 outlines the ALD procedure for BN using N2H4 (precursor A) and 
BCl3 (precursor B). 
 Several ALD processes were developed based on their CVD counterparts and 
normally have an ALD temperature window in which they are operated. If the 
temperature is too low, poor growth is achieved due to slow reaction kinetics or precursor 
condensation. If the temperature is too high, the precursors can decompose and become 
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unreactive or desorption from the surface can overwhelm (9, 10). Surface temperatures 
are typically less than 400°C in order to achieve ideal growth rates, typically near 1 Å. In 
a similar manner to operating within the ALD temperature window, precursor exposure 
conditions must be determined as well. Lastly, along with surface temperature and 
precursor exposure time, surface termination is another crucial parameter that can dictate 
the reactivity of various surfaces to ALD reactions. This last parameter has been explored 
and has grown into the field of selective area deposition (11-13). 
 
1.3 Ultra High Vacuum Chamber 
 For the work presented in this dissertation, an Omicron variable temperature ultra-
high vacuum (UHV) chamber equipped with a monochromatic X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) system and scanning tunneling microscopy/spectroscopy (STM/STS) 
system was utilized. Two home-built ALD chambers were added to the Omicron system 
to be able to characterize the ALD without exposure to ambient conditions (Fig. 1.2 and 
Fig 4.2). Starting substrates (Si, SiO2, Cu, Pt, etc) were characterized before and after 
cleaning and deposition by first placing them into a turbo-pumped load-lock chamber. 
After sufficient pump-down, the samples were moved into the UHV chamber. The two 
ALD chambers were turbo-pumped with rotary vane backed pumps and achieved base 
pressures of ~1x10-7 torr. Both ALD chambers contained a manipulator for sample 
transfer and positioning which was equipped with a cartridge heater that was not inside 
the vacuum. This cartridge heater was an upgraded design from a prior pyrolytic boron 
nitride (PBN) heaters in which deposition would lead to shorting out the heater. After 
exposing samples to precursor gas or performing ALD cycles, the samples were 
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transferred back into the UHV chamber for characterization with XPS and STM/STS. 
The novelty of this multi-chamber HV/UHV system prevented any oxidation or surface 
contamination by eliminating air exposure prior to characterization.  
 To further elaborate on the system setup, various precursors were attached to the 
ALD chambers. Anhydrous N2H4, BCl3, TiCl4, Co(dad)2, and any other precursor could 
readily be swapped on or off the chamber. One of the ALD chambers had a PIE 
downstream plasma source that could be used for cleaning samples or performing 
plasma-enhanced ALD (Fig 4.2). The UHV chambers were comprised of the XPS 
chamber and the Scanning Probe Microscopy (SPM) chamber. These two chambers were 
separated by a gate valve and both ion-pumped along with possessing the capability of 
firing the titanium sublimation getter pumps to achieve base pressures of <2x10-10 Torr. 
The XPS chamber contained a manipulator equipped with a PBN heater for resistive 
annealing and heating, which would be used for performing sample cleans and PDAs. 
The XPS chamber also included a mass spectrometer, a thermal gas cracker, and an STM 
tip cracking wire. Lastly, there was sample and STM tip storage located in this chamber. 
 
1.4 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
 XPS was the main characterization technique employed throughout this 
dissertation to study the chemical composition of the various surfaces. In addition to 
chemically characterizing the starting surface and after ALD, XPS could also be used for 
surface saturation studies and percent coverage estimations for the top ~5 nm of 
deposition.  This monochromatic XPS system exposes a sample surface of interest with 
x-rays and core and valence electrons are ejected with discrete characteristic kinetic 
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energies. A series of lenses are used to specify the analysis area spot size which is ~750 
µm in this system. A hemispherical multichannel analyzer collects the electrons, along 
with a set electron pass energy that applies voltages to retard or accelerate the collected 
electrons. To amplify the signal from the collected electrons, a 5-channel electron 
multiplier is used to amplify current by 108. This current is then fed to a preamplifier 
where the electron counts are recorded in the form of a spectrum. A very broad survey 
spectrum can be performed across a wide range of energies, or more high-resolution 
narrow scans can be achieved by shrinking the scan range and increasing the number of 
sweeps. The kinetic energy (KE) of the electrons are measured by the detector, but are 
translated to binding energy (BE) by subtracting the KE from for the incoming energy of 
the x-rays along with the work function of the spectrometer (Φspec) (14). For the case of 
this system, which utilizes an Al-coated anode, the incoming energy, Ehυ, is 1486.7 eV for 
Al Kα radiation. 
 The power of XPS lies with its ability to detect surface elemental chemical shifts. 
A chemical shift is a binding energy shift due to a change in chemical bonding that 
causes oxidation or reduction. This is accomplished by observing a shifted BE 
component (peak or shoulder) in the recorded spectrum. Typical shifts are on the order of 
~4eV or less. Overall, the measurement capability of XPS can help in determining the 
chemical species present on the surface, the chemical stoichiometry and oxidation states, 
and give some estimation as to the thickness of the deposited ALD film based on the 
attenuation of the signal from the starting substrate. 
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1.5 Atomic Force Microscopy 
 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was mainly used in this dissertation to 
characterize the surface topography of starting substrates and deposited films. AFM is a 
type of scanning probe microscopy with a high resolution to surface features (typically 
down to ~1nm and potentially even less depending on the quality of the tip). 
During AFM, the tip is brought into contact with the sample and raster scanned 
along the x and y directions. A feedback loop, which utilizes the cantilever deflection as 
input, is employed to keep the probe-sample force constant during scanning. Ultimately, 
changes in height are measured by a photodiode recording the change in the deflection of 
the cantilever (Fig 1.3) (15).  AFM has the advantage that it is simple and efficient at 
studying ALD films when compared to other imaging technologies, such as SEM, TEM, 
and other optical microscopy techniques that either have to use lenses, electron beam 
irradiation, a high vacuum, or ultimately deliver low resolution. Therefore, AFM has 
proved a valuable imaging technique for this dissertation. 
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Figure 1.1: Example of BN ALD with N2H4 + BCl3. The first half-cycle exposure of 
N2H4 terminates the surface with reactive NHx species. After a pump and/or purge, BCl3 
is exposed to the surface. The result is BN with the formation of a volatile HCl(g) 
byproduct. 
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Figure 1.2: Chamber schematic. The system used for BN deposition was comprised of a 
load lock chamber, deposition chamber, XPS chamber, and STM chamber. After BN 
deposition, samples were transferred in vacuum without ambient exposure to perform in 
situ XPS and STM analysis.  
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Figure 1.3: Details of AFM Operation. A tip is scanned across the sample surface and 
the change in height is recorded through the deflection of the cantilever. Feedback from 
the detector and electronics keep the tip in contact with the surface. Adapted from Binnig 
et al (15). 
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Chapter 2 
Low-Temperature Amorphous Boron Nitride on Si0.7Ge0.3(001), Cu, and HOPG 
from Sequential Exposures of N2H4 and BCl3 
 
2.1 Abstract 
 Low-temperature sequential exposures of N2H4 and BCl3 have been performed on 
Si0.3Ge0.7(001), Cu, and HOPG surfaces at 350°C. A novel BN ALD process has been 
achieved on Si0.3Ge0.7(001) with 60 cycles of BN ALD producing a uniform, pinhole-free 
thin film with low contamination, as characterized with XPS and AFM. On Cu and 
Si0.3Ge0.7(001), XPS spectra indicated a near stoichiometric BN film. While AFM 
imaging indicated the deposition on Cu yielded nanometer-scale etching, conformal 
deposition was observed on Si0.3Ge0.7(001). The BN ALD also nucleated on inert HOPG 
via step edges. In situ STM imaging showed that cyclic exposures at 350°C were able to 
decorate step edges with features ~2 nm tall and ~200 nm wide, indicating the propensity 
for BN to grow in the planar direction. The N2H4 and BCl3 ALD allows for the deposition 
of low oxygen, low carbon films, but to avoid etching, the growth should be nucleated by 
N2H4, since exposure to BCl3 can result in the formation of volatile Cl-containing surface 
species on many substrates. Therefore, the formation of a stable surface nitride prior to 
BCl3 exposure is necessary to prevent formation and desorption of volatile species from 
the substrate. 
		13 
2.2 Introduction 
Boron nitride (BN) has gained attention due to its useful thermal and mechanical 
properties, chemical stability, wide bandgap, and ability to be deposited on a range of 
metallic and semiconducting surfaces (1-5). BN has been utilized for applications ranging 
from high-temperature ceramics, protective coatings, and thin layers in semiconductor 
devices (6-9). Recently, BN has been investigated for use as a low-k barrier layer on Cu, 
which is needed to reduce interconnect resistance-capacitance delays (10). Amorphous 
BN forms shorter bonds in comparison to the more commonly used TaN and TiN barrier 
layers potentially making it a more effective barrier layer as device scaling continues. 
More prominently, though, hexagonal BN (hBN) has been extensively studied for use in 
2D semiconductor devices, due to its structural similarity with graphene, chemical 
inertness, and lack of dangling bonds/surface traps, which make it a valuable low-k 
dielectric (7, 11) and substrate for TMD growth.  
For the deposition of nitrides, most research has either focused on using thermal 
NH3, which typically requires higher growth temperatures (in excess of 400°C), or using 
an activated source to lower the deposition temperature, such as plasma. However, this is 
accomplished at the expense of damage to the substrate. For BN, previous work has 
shown that BN atomic layer deposition with triethylborane and NH3 with H2 carrier gas 
occurs at 600°C-900°C with a growth rate of 0.7 Å/ cycle on sapphire and Si, but above 
this window, the process was not self-limiting (12). George and colleagues demonstrated 
BN ALD with a growth rate of ~1 Å/ cycle with BCl3 and NH3 on ZrO2 nanoparticles at 
500K, but very large exposures in excess of 109 Langmuirs were required to saturate the 
half-cycle reactions (4). Olander et al. demonstrated that growth with BBr3 and NH3 
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occurred at 400°C but with a growth rate of only 0.045 nm per cycle; laser-assisted ALD 
was required to achieve a growth rate closer to 0.1 nm per cycle (13). For growth of hBN 
on 2D materials, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is typically employed using higher 
temperatures (typically in the range of 650°C-1000°C) (2, 14-17). As a result, developing 
a low-temperature ALD process with a reasonable growth rate for smaller precursor 
exposures would be advantageous on a variety of surfaces. 
In this work, low-temperature plasma-less deposition of BN using sequential 
exposures of anhydrous hydrazine (N2H4) and boron trichloride (BCl3) was performed on 
various substrates. A SiGe substrate was chosen since 1-2 monolayers of BN could act as 
a barrier for transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) grown on Si wafers or high 
mobility SiGe films on Si commercial wafers. TMDs deposited on Si have been shown to 
improve device performance (18, 19). Cu was chosen since ultrathin diffusion barriers are 
needed (10, 20, 21), and HOPG was chosen as a model of graphene for which 1-2 
monolayer dielectrics are required (7, 22). In addition, the diversity of surface reactivity 
enables a fundamental understanding of low-temperature BN ALD using N2H4 and BCl3. 
By using anhydrous N2H4 as the reactive nitrogen source, the reaction with BCl3 can 
proceed at a lower temperature than NH3, while preventing oxygen incorporation into BN 
films, as previously demonstrated with SiNx films (23). Chloride-containing precursors, 
such as BCl3, TiCl4, Si2Cl6, are ideal for nitride ALD because of their favorable 
thermochemistry that induces an HCl(g) desorption product, ultimately leaving minimal 
unreacted Cl ligands in the deposited film. The contamination and excess Cl has been 
correlated with unfavorable properties in TiN films (24, 25); therefore, maintaining a 
clean, nearly stoichiometric film is desirable. Furthermore, chlorine precursors can 
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induce etching via formation and desorption of volatile species (i.e. SiCl4, Cu3Cl3), 
thereby roughening the substrate. In the present report, a self-limiting and saturating BN 
ALD occurred on Si0.7Ge0.3(001) with 60 cycles of BN ALD, which produced a uniform, 
nearly contamination-free film. The same precursors were sequentially exposed to Cu and 
HOPG substrates with the goal of achieving an ALD process, but the RMS surface 
roughness increase on Cu was consistent with precursor etching induced by the formation 
and desorption of volatile Cu species. On HOPG, nucleation was achieved at step edges 
with N2H4, and subsequent cycles of N2H4 and BCl3 were performed at 350°C, leading to 
anisotropic growth in the planar direction. Ultimately, low oxygen, low carbon BN was 
deposited, but to avoid any etching by the precursors, the growth should be nucleated by 
N2H4 to form a stable surface nitride that can protect the surface from any etching caused 
by BCl3. 
 
2.3 Experimental 
This study utilized 12 nm thick p-type Si0.7Ge0.3(001) that was epitaxially grown 
on a p-type Si(001) substrate (Applied Materials), 50 nm sputtered Cu on SiO2/Si 
(Applied Materials), and HOPG purchased from SPI Supplies. Si0.7Ge0.3(001) samples 
underwent an ex situ wet clean involving a 10 minute sonication in acetone, a 10 minute 
sonication in isopropyl alcohol, a 5 minute sonication in DI water, followed by a 2 
minute etch in 2% HF/H2O. The samples were wetted with toluene to prevent surface 
oxidation before being loaded into the vacuum chamber with minimal air exposure. Once 
loaded into the UHV chamber (Fig. 1.1), the samples were heated to 330°C for 15 
minutes and subsequently dosed with 1x10-6 Torr of atomic hydrogen for 30 minutes 
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(1800 Langmuirs) to remove surface carbon contamination. Atomic H was generated by 
flowing H2 through a thermal gas cracker (Applied Research) operated at 65 W. The 
exposures were calculated for maximum cracking efficiency, but the actual efficiency 
was likely 30-50%. Cu samples were annealed in UHV at 350°C to drive off surface 
contamination, as well as dosed with atomic H to further remove contamination. HOPG 
was exfoliated with tape prior to being loaded into vacuum and subsequently annealed at 
400°C for 30 minutes to remove physisorbed hydrocarbons from the surface. 
Precursor exposures were performed in a deposition chamber that was separated 
from the UHV chamber by a gate valve (Fig. 1.1). The deposition chamber with attached 
precursor dosing lines was pumped by a turbomolecular pump that yielded a base 
pressure of 2 x 10-6 Torr. The entire chamber, precursor dosing lines, and connecting line 
to the dry pump were all continuously heated to 80-100°C to ensure both precursors 
would not condense to the chamber walls and react to form any solid powder byproduct. 
In addition, the N2H4 vessel was pressurized to atmospheric pressure with ultrahigh 
purity N2 to act as a carrier gas. Note that reported N2H4/N2 exposures below are reported 
as N2H4 exposures, and the actual N2H4 exposures are lower due to the dilution in N2; 
from the vapor pressure of N2H4, the estimated fraction of N2H4 is approximately 1.5%. 
Samples were preheated in the UHV chamber before being transferred to the deposition 
chamber where they were radiatively heated by a PBN heater. After exposure to 
anhydrous N2H4  (Rasirc) and BCl3 (Praxair), samples were transferred back to the UHV 
chamber where x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) could be performed without 
breaking vacuum. An in situ monochromatic XPS system (Al kα hν = 1486.7 eV) was 
used to collect spectra at an angle of 30° with respect to the surface parallel, a pass 
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energy of 50 eV, and a line width of 0.1 eV. XPS analysis was conducted with CASA 
XPS v.2.3 and included Shirley background subtractions. Raw peak areas were corrected 
by Schofield photoionization cross sectional relative sensitivity factors. For Cu XPS 
spectra, the data was additionally corrected by the inelastic mean free paths due to the 
binding energy of Cu 2p being much larger than the other analyzed peaks. Along with in 
situ XPS, in situ scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) utilized constant current mode 
with a tip bias of +2V and current set point of 20 pA. Lastly, atomic force microscopy 
(AFM) was employed to image the surfaces.    
 
2.4 Results and Discussion 
2.4.1 Si0.7Ge0.3(001) 
 To determine the half-cycle dose sizes, as well as check for saturation dosing on 
Si0.7Ge0.3(001), XPS was used to monitor successive exposures. Fig. 2.1 (a) shows the 
XPS corrected peak areas normalized to the sum of Si 2p and Ge 3d for the 
Si0.7Ge0.3(001) surface. The surface was cleaned with 1800L atomic H at 330°C, followed 
by 5 cycles of 150 ML N2H4 and 150 ML BCl3 to establish baseline N 1s and B 1s 
signals; the 5 ALD cycles terminated with a BCl3 pulse. An additional 150 ML and 300 
ML exposure of BCl3 shows essentially no change in the B 1s signal, indicating 
saturation of the BCl3 half-cycle. Similarly, 150 ML exposures of N2H4 (1/2 cycle ALD) 
followed by additional 300 ML exposures indicated the surface was nearly saturated after 
a total of 450 ML of N2H4 from the negligible increase in the N 1s signal during the last 
300 ML N2H4 exposure; this confirmed the self-limiting ALD of BN on Si0.7Ge0.3(001). It 
should be noted that the amount of Cl dropped from ~8% to ~2% after N2H4 dosing, but 
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was unable to be fully removed at a relatively low reaction temperature of 350ºC by large 
N2H4 exposures. At this sample temperature, saturated amounts of half-cycle exposures 
were crucial for maximizing ligand exchange on the surface to leave minimal Cl residue 
in the film. 
After checking for saturation, thicker films were deposited using saturation pulses 
(300 ML BCl3 + 450 ML N2H4 per ALD cycle).  Fig. 2.2 (a) shows the XPS after 5, 30, 
and 60 cycles of BN on Si0.7Ge0.3(001) normalized to Si 2p + Ge 3d. Additionally, a final 
atomic H clean at 285°C for 20 minutes was performed to remove any remaining surface 
Cl. Fig. 2.2 (b) shows the raw Si 2p, B 1s, and N 1s peaks for the normalized data. The Si 
2p peak attenuates, while the B 1s peak at ~190.5 eV and the N 1s peak at ~398 eV grow 
as a function of the number of cycles, in good agreement with previously reported 
binding energies (26, 27). After 5 cycles, a broader N 1s peak was observed, which is 
indicative of the presence of an interfacial nitride between the boron nitride and 
Si0.7Ge0.3(001) surface. Note that the initial dosing by N2H4 formed this surface nitride, as 
evidenced by the higher binding energy component in the Si 2p region at ~101.7 eV, 
corresponding to an interfacial SiNx. This interfacial SiNx layer caused the deposited film 
to appear nitrogen-rich (B:N ratio = 0.45) after 5 ALD cycles of BCl3 + N2H4  due to the 
Si-N bond formation detected in XPS. After 60 ALD cycles, the substrate Si 2p and Ge 
3d peaks as well as interfacial SiNx component were nearly fully attenuated; therefore; 
the ratio of B:N shifted to 1.13. By using saturated ALD half cycles, the amount of 
residual chlorine in the film was reduced to 2.5% after atomic H exposure for the 60 
ALD cycles at 350ºC to remove surface Cl. This BN film was estimated to be ~5 nm 
thick by accounting for the Si 2p signal attenuation and electron escape depth. Due to the 
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demonstration of saturating half-cycles in Fig. 2.1, a fairly constant growth rate of ~0.08 
nm/cycle was estimated. As a result, nearly stoichiometric amorphous BN was formed 
with low levels of oxygen, carbon, and chlorine incorporation (<5%) on Si0.7Ge0.3(001).  
To determine film conformality, AFM was conducted on the HF-cleaned and BN 
deposited surfaces (Fig. 2.3). The HF-cleaned surface (Fig. 2.3(a)) was extremely flat and 
had a corresponding root mean square (RMS) surface roughness of 0.104 nm for a 1 µm 
x 1 µm area. The RMS roughness after 60 cycles of BN deposition was still only 0.276 
nm; this sub-nanometer roughness and lack of evidence of pinholes was consistent with 
the ALD BN deposition on Si0.7Ge0.3(001) being conformal. To further investigate the 
quality of the 60 cycles BN film, metal-oxide-semiconductor insulator-capacitors 
(MOSCAPs) were fabricated by depositing 50 nm of 150 µm Ni dots on the BN layer. 
Corresponding capacitance-voltage and current-voltage measurements indicated that the 
film was sufficiently insulating and pinhole free by achieving a capacitance and 
measuring a leakage of 2.69 * 10-4 A/cm2 at a gate bias of -2V after a forming gas anneal. 
For integration of TMDs on commercial 300 mm Si wafers, or high-hole mobility SiGe 
films on Si wafers, an insulating ultrathin diffusion barrier is needed (18, 28). This 
pinhole-free BN layer on Si0.7Ge0.3(001) shows the ease of formation of insulating 
nanoscale BN on commercial wafers. 
 
2.4.2 Cu  
As a comparison to the Si0.3Ge0.7(001) surface, sequential exposures of N2H4 and 
BCl3  were performed on Cu on SiO2/Si. Fig. 2.4 shows the XPS spectra corrected with 
Schofield values and inelastic mean free paths normalized to Cu 2p. XPS was collected 
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for the as loaded, UHV annealed, and atomic H cleaned surface, and after BN cycles at 
350°C using the saturation conditions determined by the ALD on Si0.3Ge0.7(001). From 
XPS characterization, the final film after 50 ALD cycles had less than 5% oxygen 
incorporation, negligible carbon, and only 6% Cl.  Note, in contrast to the Si0.7Ge0.3(001) 
surface, no surface nitride was present on the Cu 2p peak. Although the substrate Si 
signal was absent after the 50 ALD cycles, consistent with the Cu layer being intact, 
AFM studies showed an increase in surface roughness after ALD consistent with slight 
etching of Cu. The slightly higher amount of Cl for ALD on Cu vs. Si0.7Ge0.3(001) can be 
attributed to using non-optimized dosing conditions for the Cu study. 
To study the surface topography, AFM images were taken of the as loaded sample 
(Fig. 2.5 (a)) after the atomic H clean (b) and after 50 cycles (c). Note the AFM image 
taken after the atomic H clean required exposing the sample to air and likely surface 
oxidation. After atomic H cleaning, there was a noticeable change in the surface 
topology, consistent with Cu grain growth; this phenomena is attributed to a driving force 
to reduce Cu grain boundary energy (29). Small ~2-4 nm deep holes were also present, 
attributed to inhomogeneous atomic H etching (30). The RMS roughness of the as loaded 
surface was 1.259 nm; after the H clean and air exposure, it was 2.886 nm, and after the 
50 cycles of BN, it was 7.519 nm. The increase in the RMS roughness was correlated 
with an increase in Cu grain coarsening, but etching cannot be excluded. 
 
2.4.3 HOPG 
 BN deposition was studied on HOPG and characterized with in-situ XPS and 
STM. Fig. 2.6 (a) shows a 50 nm x 50 nm STM image of clean HOPG UHV annealed at 
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400°C for 1 hour. To check for reactivity on HOPG, large initial exposures of (b) BCl3 
and (c) N2H4 were performed. To ensure sufficient exposure, 500 ML BCl3 was exposed 
to the HOPG surface; however, virtually no B 1s or Cl 2p counts were detected with 
XPS, and the corresponding STM image showed only minor bright sites that might have 
indicated reactivity at defects. Similarly, after several pulses corresponding to 15 ML of 
N2H4 exposure to the clean HOPG surface, the N 1s XPS signal could not be detected; 
however, in STM, clear 1.7 ± 0.3 nm tall features were present on the surface at the step 
edges. This is consistent with nucleation by N2H4. Since an XPS saturation study could 
not be executed due to insignificant changes in coverage during half cycle exposures, 
additional ALD cycles were dosed and characterized with XPS. To further study the 
growth of BN on these features, 30 cycles of 5 ML BCl3 + 2 ML N2H4 (corresponding to 
1 second pulses) were performed.  The corresponding STM images presented in Fig. 2.7. 
show the ALD induced features have a maximum height of ~2.2 nm and a width of ~100-
200 nm.  In XPS, the films showed ~8% B and 7% N with Cl and O both comprising less 
than 1% of the film concentration normalized to the area of C 1s after 30 cycles (Fig 2.8). 
It should be noted that half cycle reactions did not appear to saturate in a traditional ALD 
sense as shown by STM imaging; when half-cycle exposures of N2H4 and BCl3 became 
too large (>10ML), evidence of substrate etching near the decorated step edges was 
observed. Since only 1-2 monolayer of BN would be needed in a practical device, this 
may not be significant in some applications. 
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2.5 Discussion and Conclusion 
To understand the mechanism of ALD on Si0.3Ge0.7(001), in comparison to the 
etching witnessed on Cu, it is first necessary to understand the surface chemistry. On 
Si0.3Ge0.7(001), N2H4 was observed to nitridate the surface, forming Si-NHx bonds, as 
previously reported (23). By forming a surface with Si-NHx, subsequent half-cycle 
dosing with BCl3 is well suited to form Si-N-BClx with an HCl(g) desorption product. 
This surface nitridation prevents BCl3 and perhaps any Cl byproducts from reaching the 
surface and forming Si-Clx species, such as volatile SiCl4. On Cu, the driving force to 
form Cu-NHx bonds is low since the standard heat of formation of Cu3N is endothermic 
(31); hence, no shifted Cu-N component is seen in the Cu 2p XPS spectrum. Due to this 
poor reactivity, and hence poor passivation, this allows BCl3 and potential Cl2 gas to find 
Cu sites and induce formation of volatile Cu-Cl species, such as Cu3Cl3. This tendency 
for Cu-Cl formation, coupled with non-optimized dosing on Cu, can help explain the 
larger amount of Cl residue seen in the BN film on Cu in comparison to residues seen in 
films grown on Si0.3Ge0.7(001) and HOPG surfaces. 
After cyclic exposures, the BN grew anisotropically out from the step edges 
corresponding to 5.0 ± 1.7 nm/cycle in the planar direction compared to only 0.05 ± .01 
nm/cycle in the vertical direction based on the average final feature size after 30 cycles of 
deposition. Due to the etching that was witnessed near the decorated step edges from 
non-saturating exposures greater than 10 ML, the quantification of growth rate was 
challenging, and thus the accuracy of these numbers is limited. However, these values 
support the hypothesis that nitrided HOPG step edges were required to catalyze the 
reaction leading to the higher growth rate in the planar dimension. This propensity to 
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grow in the planar direction can further support the pinhole-free film seen on 
Si0.3Ge0.7(001) and the corresponding electrical data. 
A novel BN ALD process at 350°C has been accomplished on the Si0.3Ge0.7(001) 
surface using N2H4 and BCl3 with the resulting BN thin film being uniform and pin-hole 
free. Nearly stoichiometric amorphous BN with low oxygen, carbon, and chlorine 
incorporation resulted. The sufficiently insulating pinhole-free amorphous BN film could 
be used for the integration of TMDs on commercial wafers, in which an ultrathin 
diffusion barrier is needed. On HOPG, the N2H4 was reactive to the step edges, and 
subsequent cycles after the initial decoration displayed the tendency for BN films to grow 
anisotropically in the planar direction. Therefore, in general, for substrates that can react 
with N2H4 and form a nitride protection layer, amorphous BN should be grown without 
etching of the substrate when using BCl3. The resulting films will be oxygen and carbon 
free, as well as conformal. 
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Figure 2.1: Saturation study of BN growth on Si0.7Ge0.3(001). Atomic H clean was 
performed at 330°C, and 5 ALD cycles of 150 ML N2H4 and 150 ML BCl3 exposures 
were performed at 350°C. The percentage of nitrogen (purple) and boron (brown) are 
explicitly listed for each experiment. Each exposure is in addition to the previous surface 
treatment.  
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Figure 2.2: XPS of BN Growth on Si0.7Ge0.3(001). (a) XPS corrected peak areas 
normalized to Si 2p + Ge 3d for clean surface, 5 cycles, 30 cycles, and after 60 cycles 
BN.  A final H clean was performed to remove surface Cl. (b) XPS Si 2p, B 1s, and N 1s 
raw peak areas for the clean surface after 5 cycles, 30 cycles, and 60 cycles. Note the 
formation of a higher binding energy SiNx component after 5 ALD cycles. 
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Figure 2.3: AFM of BN growth on Si0.7Ge0.3(001). 1µm x 1µm AFM images of (a) HF 
treated Si0.7Ge0.3(001) and (b) 60 cycles BN ALD on Si0.7Ge0.3(001). 
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Figure 2.4: BN Growth on Cu. XPS of as loaded, UHV annealed, atomic H cleaned and 
after 25 and 50 cyclic exposures to N2H4 and BCl3. After 50 cycles, 4.8% oxygen, 6.4% 
chlorine, and <1% carbon were present in the film. 
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Figure 2.5: AFM of Cu samples. 3 µm x 3 µm AFM images of (a) as loaded Cu, (b) after 
H clean and air exposure, and (c) after 50 cycles of sequential exposures of N2H4 and 
BCl3. 
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Figure 2.6: In situ STM images of HOPG before and after 1 cycle of BCl3 + N2H4. STM 
images of (a) tape-cleaned HOPG annealed at 400°C for 1 hour, (b) after 500 ML BCl3 
exposure at 350°C, and (c) after 15 ML N2H4 exposure at 350°C. 
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Figure 2.7: In Situ STM images of HOPG before and after 30 cycles of BCl3 + N2H4. (a) 
500 nm x 500 nm and (b) 2 µm x 2 µm STM images and respective line traces of 30 
cycles of 5 ML BCl3 + 2 ML N2H4. 
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Figure 2.8: XPS of BN growth on HOPG. (a) XPS corrected peak areas normalized to C 
1s for the clean HOPG surface followed by BN cycles at 350°C.  Only C 1s is detectable 
through the first cycle of BN. Additional cycles leads to <1% concentrations of O and Cl 
on the surface. 
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Chapter 3 
Low Temperature Thermal ALD TaNx and TiNx Films from Anhydrous N2H4 
 
3.1 Abstract 
 Thermal ALD of TaNx and TiNx films was performed using hydrazine (N2H4) as a 
reactive N-containing source. Ultralow temperature (100ºC and 300ºC) growth of TaNx 
was observed using N2H4 and tris(diethylamido)(tert-butylimido) tantalum (TBTDET); 
XPS showed nearly stoichiometric Ta3N5 films were deposited with below 10% O and 
5% C incorporation. Stoichiometric TiNx films grown at 300ºC with 
tetrakis(dimethylamido) titanium (TDMAT) showed an RMS roughness below 2 nm 
consistent with good nucleation density. High conductivity nitride films were grown by a 
thermal low-temperature TiNx ALD process using anhydrous N2H4 and titanium 
tetrachloride (TiCl4) from 300-400ºC; uniform, nearly stoichiometric films of 0.44 nm 
RMS roughness were deposited. Compared to NH3 grown films, XPS confirmed N2H4 
grown films contained fewer O, C, and Cl impurities consistent with lower resistivities 
being observed with N2H4. The data is consistent with N2H4 serving as a reducing agent 
and a good proton donor to Ta and Ti ligands. 
 
3.2 Introduction 
 Deposition of ultra-thin barrier layers on high aspect ratio features is a crucial 
processing component in microelectronic devices. As such, the need to deposit precise 
conformal barrier layers with thickness and stoichiometry control via an atomic layer 
deposition process is required. Two such barrier layers, titanium nitride (TiN) and 
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tantalum nitride (TaN) have been extensively studied in devices because of their ideal 
thermal, mechanical, and electrical properties and ability to act as metal diffusion barriers 
(1-4). In particular, TiN has been shown to act as an efficient diffusion barrier to WF6 
during W metal fill (3). Similarly, tantalum nitride (TaN) has been utilized as a diffusion 
barrier to Cu on low-k insulators, such as SiO2 or SiOCH, as Cu can readily diffuse into 
insulators lowering device reliability (5, 6). ALD TiN and TaN films have previously 
been performed using a wide range of precursors including halides (i.e. TiI4, TiCl4, 
TaCl5, TaF5) (1, 7-9) and metal organics (i.e. TDMAT, TEMAT, TBTDET) (6, 10-14), as 
well as nitrogen sources (thermal/plasma NH3, N2/H2, etc). Metal halide precursors are 
typically preferred over organometallic grown films to lower impurities when there is no 
concern about metal corrosion, such as in capping HfO2 (15) or for TiN/HfO2 gate stacks 
(16). In comparison, organometallic-grown films usually contain higher levels of residual 
carbon and oxygen contamination, which has been correlated with an increase in film 
resistivity (13, 14). Commercial processing on 200 and 300 mm wafers showed that TiCl4 
+ NH3 at 400ºC achieved low resistivities for films approximately >20 nm (17), but 
plasma enhanced-ALD TiN was needed achieve optimal growth rates with lower 
contamination at temperatures near 350°C; however, the film and underlying substrate 
can suffer from plasma-induced damage (1, 18).  
For the results presented in this work, low-temperature thermal deposition of TaN 
and TiN films using sequential exposures of anhydrous N2H4 (19) and either TBTDET, 
TDMAT, or TiCl4 were performed. Insulating SiO2/Si substrates were utilized in order to 
perform electrical characterization of deposited films. Since anhydrous N2H4 was used as 
the reactive nitrogen source, the barrier for surface reactions to occur with each precursor 
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can be reduced compared to using thermal NH3; the dissociation of N2H4 through the 
breaking of a N-N bond is more energetically favorable than having to dissociate a more 
tightly bound N-H bond in NH3. The N-N single bond in N2H4 has an energy of ~3 eV, 
while the N-H single bond in NH3 has an energy of ~4.5 eV (20). Moreover, the purity of 
the N2H4 allows for deposition of films without uptake of oxygen or carbon 
contamination, which has previously been demonstrated with SiNx (21) and BN (22) 
films. A novel metal halide TiNx ALD process was developed with TiCl4 and N2H4 that 
produced resistivities of 593 µohm-cm and 359 µohm-cm at 300ºC and 400ºC, 
respectively that could readily be incorporated into MOS gate stack architectures. Note, 
this is the first time ALD titanium nitride has been reported in the literature with TiCl4 
and N2H4. 
 
3.3 Experimental 
 The substrates used in this study consisted of 300 nm of thermal SiO2 grown on 
Si(001) (University Wafer). Samples underwent an ex situ degrease involving quick 
rinses in acetone, methanol, and water before being loaded into the vacuum chamber. 
Once loaded into the UHV chamber, the samples were heated to 350°C for 30 minutes to 
remove any physisorbed surface contamination. Precursor exposures were performed in a 
deposition chamber, which has been described in detail elsewhere (22). The deposition 
chamber and dosing lines were pumped with a turbomolecular pump, but the actual 
deposition was performed through only a backing pump with a base pressure of ~1x10-2 
Torr. The chamber was heated ~100°C, and dosing lines were kept ~10-20ºC warmer to 
ensure precursors would not condense on the chamber walls. In addition, the N2H4 vessel 
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was pressurized to ~750 torr with ultrahigh purity N2 that was passed through a purifier 
to act as a push gas for the N2H4. NH3 from Praxair with a purity of 99.9% was used for 
TiNx experiments undiluted. Precursor exposures are presented in MegaLangmuirs 
(MegaLs where 1 MegaL = 1 Torr for 1 sec), and were calculated from exposure time 
and pressure of the precursor; however, it should be noted that the values presented for 
exposures of N2H4 do not account for the dilution with N2. As an estimation, by using the 
vapor pressure of N2H4 at room temperature, the amount of N2H4 was likely ~1-2% of the 
total exposure. Before moving samples into the deposition chamber, samples were 
preheated in the UHV chamber. In both chambers, samples were radiatively heated by a 
pyrolytic boron nitride heater. After exposure to anhydrous N2H4 (Rasirc) and either 
TiCl4 (Strem Chemicals), TDMAT (Sigma-Aldrich), or TBTDET (Sigma-Aldrich) 
samples were transferred back to the UHV chamber where in situ x-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS) was performed without breaking vacuum. A monochromatic XPS 
system (Al kα hν = 1486.7 eV) was used to collect surface-sensitive spectra at an angle of 
60° with respect to the surface normal. Additionally, an electron pass energy of 50 eV 
and a line width of 0.1 eV were used. XPS spectra analysis was conducted with CASA 
XPS v.2.3 utilizing Shirley background subtractions. Schofield photoionization cross 
sectional relative sensitivity factors were used to correct raw peak areas before 
normalization. In addition to XPS, surface topography was characterized with atomic 
force microscopy (AFM). Lastly, the resistance of air-exposed thin films was measured 
using a modified four-point probe measurement, in which 30 nm thick Ni dots with 150 
µm diameters and 250 µm spacing were deposited on top of ALD TiNx and TaNx films. 
Resistivities were approximated by estimating the thickness of deposited films from 
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cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images. Note the resistivities were 
measured after air exposure so the actual TiNx thicknesses are probably less than those 
measured by SEM since the top few nanometers may have been oxidized and converted 
to high resistivity TiOxNy (23). 
 
3.4 TaNx from TBTDET 
 Anhydrous N2H4 chemistry was applied to ALD at very low temperatures with an 
organometallic Ta precursor (TBTDET); saturation data documenting the ALD 
deposition at 150ºC is shown in Fig. 3.1. Higher sample temperature saturation was not 
tested because the uniformly high valance of the Ta in the film showed the N2H4 did not 
have the ability to reduce the Ta in the TDTBET; instead the data was consistent with the 
need for a lower valent Ta precursor for reaction with N2H4 to form conductive TaN. As 
shown in Fig. 3.2, AFM imaging indicated a pinhole-free surface with a low RMS 
surface roughness of 0.25 nm from 15 cyclic exposures of TBTDET and N2H4 at 150ºC. 
Fig. 3.3 shows the XPS of TaNx films at temperatures between 100ºC and 300ºC. In Fig. 
3.3 (a), XPS normalization shows that the films contain nearly 40% C at 100ºC and 
almost 30% at 300ºC; however, the amount of O is undetectable at 100ºC and only ~4% 
at higher temperature. Fig. 3.3 (b) shows the raw Ta 4d peak that confirmed the 
nucleation with TBTDET (Si-O-Ta formation) based on the Ta 4d peak position of 
~231eV (24, 25). After ALD cycles of TBTDET + N2H4, there was an ~ 2eV chemical 
shift toward lower binding energy consistent with formation of Ta-N bonds in the film. It 
is noted that the ratio of Ta to N in the deposited films becomes more Ta rich at 
increasing deposition temperatures. This effect is observed more clearly when looking at 
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the Ta 4p3/2 / N 1s region; at higher temperature the N peak shifts to lower BE and 
becomes more narrow while the Ta component increases in intensity (Fig. 3.3 (d)). In 
Fig. 3.3 (c), a dose of atomic H at 250ºC was performed on the 150ºC grown film; the C 
is significantly reduced to ~1.5%. This result was consistent with the C simply 
accumulating on the top of the film during deposition. The changing Ta/N ratio before 
and after the 250ºC atomic H exposure in the normalized XPS is most consistent with 
annealing in the presence of atomic H inducing desorption of a CxNyHz species from the 
surface (as seen in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4). 
Fig. 3.4 shows the XPS Ta 4p3/2 / N 1s region for a series of experiments in which 
the clean surface underwent a total of 100 ALD cycles at a deposition temperature of 
100ºC followed by UHV anneals up to 250ºC. During the ALD dosing, there was a broad 
N 1s component located at a BE of ~399 eV along with a very weak Ta 4p3/2 signal at 
~404 eV. Upon annealing, the Ta 4p3/2 component becomes stronger, and the N 1s peak 
narrows and shifts toward lower BE. This observed change in the N 1s peak is consistent 
with the loss of surface CHxNy surface species and consistent with the formation of 
partially crystalline Ta3N5 as previously reported in the literature (26). When trying to 
determine the precise oxidation state of the Ta to ascertain if the film is more like 
conductive TaN (27) or insulating Ta3N5 (7), it is not sufficient to just analyze the Ta 4p 
region; further evidence of Ta being in an oxidation state higher than +3 can be seen 
when looking at the peak position of the Ta 4f. From the literature, this corresponds much 
closer to an average oxidation state of at least Ta+4 (26). Lastly, resistance measurements 
were performed on several TaNx samples; measurements indicated highly resistive films 
consistent with higher oxidation state Ta TaNx films. Previous work studying TaNx 
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deposition with these precursors similarly resulted in higher than expected resistivity 
values due to an inability to deposit Ta rich films (10). 
 
3.5 TiNx ALD 
3.5.1 TDMAT 
 In addition to growing films with TiCl4, TiNx deposition with N2H4 and TDMAT 
was performed. TDMAT grown films are useful for backend processing where using 
metal-halide precursors, such as TiCl4, are prohibited due to issues of metal corrosion. 
Fig 3.5. (a) depicts the XPS chemical composition of 100 cycles TDMAT grown films at 
300ºC utilizing a 5 second pump after TDMAT exposure and before the following N2H4 
half cycle. This short pump out time of TDMAT allowed for lower oxygen at ~5% 
compared to longer pump times where background oxygen and water can incorporate into 
the film. Fig. 3.5 (b) shows the AFM image and corresponding line trace of the deposited 
film at 300ºC. The RMS surface roughness was 1.73 nm, about 4x higher than the TiCl4 
process (see below), which is likely due to the significant C accumulation on the surface. 
Fig. 3.5 (c) plots the Ti 2p raw peaks as a function of the TDMAT pump time. It can be 
seen that for longer pump cycles, the Ti 2p peak position is shifted toward higher BE. 
This is consistent with background oxygen and/or water reacting with the film before the 
incoming N2H4 completely passivates the surface. Resistance measurements were 
performed on several deposited TDMAT grown films; the 5 second pump cycle sample 
had the lowest resistance, ~3,840 ohms (Fig. 3.5 (d)). In SEM, the sample showed a 
thickness of nearly 50 nm, which places the estimate for resistivity at ~87,000 µohm-cm.  
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3.5.2 TiCl4 
 Fig. 3.6 shows the XPS results from saturation dosing that was performed on 
SiO2/Si at 300ºC. After undergoing a UHV anneal at 350ºC, the first 1x exposure of 10 
MegaL TiCl4 was dosed and reacted on the surface, evidenced by the 0.5% Ti and 2.2% 
Cl observed in XPS. Subsequently, an additional 2x exposure of 20 MegaL TiCl4 
saturated the Ti at 0.6% and Cl at 2.4%. In a similar manner, N2H4 saturation dosing was 
performed using subsequent exposures to a 1x, 2x, and 3x dose where a 1x exposure 
equals 15 MegaL of N2H4 diluted in N2. After the final 3x dose, the Cl dropped from 
2.4% to 1.4%, and the N saturated at 0.8%. This evidence of saturating half-cycle dosing 
is consistent with a low-temperature thermal ALD procedure utilizing 10 MegaL TiCl4 + 
45 MegaL N2H4. It should be noted that these large saturation exposures determined from 
the growth initiation may differ from the amounts needed for steady state deposition. 
However, during steady state dosing, the density of reactive sites is likely higher than the 
starting SiO2 surface providing sufficient confidence that saturated dosing was performed 
throughout all cycles. This was confirmed by XPS measurements showing that substrate 
peaks continuously diminished with the number of cycles in a manner consistent with a 
constant growth rate per cycle. 
Once the required pulse size of each half-cycle was determined from the 
saturation study, thicker films of TiNx were grown using the saturated recipe of 10 
MegaL TiCl4 and 45 MegaL N2H4. Fig. 3.7 (a) shows the corrected and normalized XPS 
of 40 cycles TiNx at 300ºC. The composition of the 40 cycles film indicated that there 
was ~20% residual Cl that could be left in the film or on top of the film as a Cl 
accumulation layer; however, the chemical shift data for Ti in Fig. 3.7 (b) showed only a 
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small Ti-Cl component in the bulk of the film, consistent with the residual Cl mainly 
being a surface layer. The level of attenuation of the Si 2p substrate is consistent with 40 
cycles being ~5 nm thick.  
Fig. 3.7 (b) shows the raw Ti 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 spin orbit peaks. A lower binding 
energy (BE) component located at ~455 eV was consistent with Ti-N bonds, as 
previously reported in the literature (28, 29); it is also known that stoichiometric TiO2 has 
a BE near 458-459 eV (30, 31). Additionally, since, the deposited film also contains Cl 
residue, Cl bonds cannot be neglected, and Ti-Cl bonds are known to have a Ti 2p3/2 BE 
of ~458.5 eV as well (32, 33). Therefore, the component that is located at ~456.5 eV is 
consistent with a higher N content TiNx (likely Ti3N4) or a substoichiometric TiOx (34). 
However, as shown in Table 3.1, the high conductivity of the films is consistent with only 
trace TiOx in the bulk of the film. It should be noted that precise fitting of the Ti 2p peak 
was difficult due to the numerous Ti chemical states, as well as the wide range of XPS 
BE values reported in the literature for TiN, TiNx, and TiOxNy films (31). Therefore, for 
definitive documentation of deposition of TiN, resistivity measurements are required. 
In order to perform four-point probe measurements to check the resistivity of deposited 
films, TiNx films must be exposed to ambient air conditions for ~1 hour. To quantify the 
effect of the air exposure, XPS was performed after 1 minute, 5 minutes and 60 minutes 
of ambient exposure. Fig. 3.8 displays the Ti 2p peak as a function of air exposure times. 
Along with increasing the amount of surface oxygen and carbon, the oxidation state of 
the Ti underwent a significant shift. Before ambient exposure, the maximum of the Ti 2p 
3/2 peak appeared at 456 eV with a strong TiN component at 455 eV; however, even 
after just 1 minute of air exposure, O attacked the TiNx film, evidenced by observing an 
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~1.5 eV BE shift of the Ti 2p 3/2 peak. After 60 minutes of air exposure, the maximum 
peak position shifted by about 2 eV, as well as a significant decrease in the TiN 
component at ~455eV. Additionally, this oxidation could increase the film thickness that 
was determined with SEM. Both of these effects would be expected to lead to increases 
in the reported resisitivites in this manuscript, as compared to hypothetical resistivity 
measurements in situ. 
To characterize the surface topography, AFM was performed on the 40 cycles of 
ALD TiNx film. Fig. 3.9 (a) depicts the bare ex situ cleaned surface and (b) after 
deposition. AFM imaging along with corresponding line traces show the pinhole-free 
AFM image of 40 cycles of TiNx at 300ºC compared with the bare SiO2 surface. 
Additionally, the deposition was uniform as evidenced by maintaining a low RMS 
surface roughness of 0.44 nm.  
To study the efficacy of N2H4 as a TiN precursor, thermal NH3 was used for 
comparison. Fig. 3.10 shows the comparison of TiNx films grown at 400ºC with (a) NH3 
and (b) N2H4; there was approximately 2x more O and C and 50% more Cl in 400ºC NH3 
grown films. The source of this increased O incorporation when using NH3 could arise 
from side reactions with H2O/O2 that can occur from incomplete reaction with NH3. The 
higher reactivity of N2H4 may rapidly cover the surface with NHx ligands thereby 
reducing contamination from background H2O/O2. Fig. 3.10 (c) and (d) show the 
corresponding resistances measured for NH3 and N2H4 grown films, respectively. It 
should be noted that the ratio of Ti/N for NH3 grown films is >1, while for N2H4 grown 
films it is <1; however, the amount of O,C, and Cl impurity incorporation prevents the 
NH3 grown film from becoming more N-rich, and correspondingly, more conductive. 
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Table 3.1 summarizes the results of TiNx films utilizing TiCl4 and either N2H4 or NH3. 
N2H4 films showed lower resistivities, attributed to lower contamination and likely better 
nucleation density. The best result of 400ºC N2H4 showed the lowest residual Cl at 8.7%, 
which correlated with being the lowest resistivity film estimated at 359 µohm-cm. From 
the air exposure XPS study, approximately the top 2 nm of the TiNx films were converted 
to TiOxNy / surface contamination; thus the thickness of TiNx may be as low as 9 nm so 
the intrinsic resistivity could equate to as low as 294 µohm-cm for the 400ºC N2H4 film. 
 
3.6 Discussion and Conclusion 
 The anhydrous N2H4 chemistry was used with organometallic precursors, 
TBTDET and TDMAT. For both precursors, thermal processing could not remove all the 
impurities from the film. For TBTDET, the films deposited were N-rich at low 
temperature, but became more stoichiometric at higher temperature. Even though after an 
atomic H exposure was able to reduce the level of C impurity, the TaNx films displayed 
insulating behavior. For TDMAT grown films, the oxidation state of the Ti (from the Ti 
2p3/2 component) was more oxidized than the Ti from the TiCl4 process. In the literature, 
it is well known that atomic H from plasma is required to help reduce the metal, typically 
through the formation of a more conductive carbide phase (35, 36). In order to achieve 
more conducting films with organometallic precursors from non-plasma processing, 
lower valence Ti and Ta precursors need to be developed and tested. It is expected that 
lower valence precursors reacted with N2H4 would produce more conductive films. 
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Thermal low-temperature TiNx ALD cycles using anhydrous N2H4 and TiCl4 were 
performed at 300-400ºC, and subsequently, conformal, nearly stoichiometric films were 
deposited as seen in XPS and AFM. Compared to NH3 grown films, N2H4 grown films at 
both 300ºC or 400ºC showed lower resistivities with fewer impurities. Reported 
resistivities are likely higher due to significant oxidation of the ultra-thin films, but are 
still near the best values reported in the literature values for ALD TiNx films (14, 37). In 
particular, the authors believe the 300ºC thermal N2H4 grown TiNx film with a resisitivity 
of 593 µohm-cm to be the lowest resistivity film reported for this temperature and 
thickness. 
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Figure 3.1: XPS Saturation Study of TBTDET and N2H4 on Degreased SiO2/Si at 150ºC. 
Initial 1x (3 MegaL) TBTDET dose deposited 6.4% Ta on UHV annealed SiO2/Si. 
Additional 2x (6 MegaL) TBTDET saturated Ta at 8.0%, while depositing 1.0% N. 
Similarly, a 1x (15 MegaL) and a 2x (30 MegaL) dose of N2H4 were performed, which 
saturated the N at 2.6%. Self-limiting exposures were consistent with ALD. The 
TBTDET bottle was heated to ~80°C and utilized an N2 carrier gas to help deliver 
TBTDET to the sample. 
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Figure 3.2: Ex Situ AFM Imaging. 15 cycles of TaNx at 150ºC from TBTDET + N2H4. 
The deposited film showed a very low RMS surface roughness of 0.25 nm and no 
evidence of pinholes. 
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Figure 3.3: TaNx deposition from TBTDET + N2H4. a) XPS of 100 cycles of TBTDET 
and N2H4 at 100ºC, 150ºC, and 300ºC. b) The Ta 4d XPS peaks after 6 pulses of 
TBTDET and after 15 TaNx cycles. The initial 6 pulses confirmed interfacial Si-O-Ta 
bond formation, while after 15 cycles an ~2eV shift is seen consistent with formation of 
Ta-N bonds. (c) 15 minutes of atomic H were enough to remove the carbon that was 
accumulating on the surface during deposition. (d) Ta 4p3/2 / N 1s region showing the N 
1s component shifting and narrowing as a function of ALD temperature. 
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Figure 3.4: XPS of TaNx Cycles at 100ºC and Post Deposition Anneal (PDA). XPS was 
performed after subsequent cycles of TaNx ALD at 100ºC. After 100 total cycles, a 
150ºC, 200ºC, and 250ºC anneal were performed each for 30 minutes. Note the shift in 
the N 1s peak, as well as additional intensity in the Ta 4p3/2 component upon annealing. 
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Figure 3.5: TDMAT Grown TiNx Films. (a) XPS and (b) AFM of 100 cycles TiNx at 
300ºC grown with N2H4. c) The Ti 2p peak positions as a function of TDMAT pump time 
before N2H4 exposure. The position is compared to TiCl4 processing. d) Resistance 
measurement of TDMAT grown films with a 5 second pump. 
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Figure 3.6: XPS Saturation Study of TiCl4 and N2H4 on Clean SiO2 at 300ºC. Initial 1x 
TiCl4 dose deposited 2.2% Cl and 0.5% Ti on UHV annealed SiO2/Si. Additional 2x 
TiCl4 saturated Cl at 2.4% and Ti at 0.6%. Similarly, a 1x, 2x, and 3x dose of N2H4 were 
performed, which saturated the Cl at 1.4% and N at 0.8%. Self-limiting exposures were 
consistent with ALD. 
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Figure 3.7: Growth of TiNx Film at 300ºC. a) Normalized and corrected XPS of 40 
cycles TiNx at 300ºC on a UHV annealed surface. The 300ºC film contains significant Cl 
residue. b) Raw XPS outlining the various components that are present in the Ti 2p 
spectra.  
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Figure 3.8: Effect of Air Exposure. a) 40 cycles TiNx at 300ºC followed by 1 minute, 5 
minutes, and 60 minutes of air exposure. b) Ti 2p raw XPS peaks showed an ~1.5 eV BE 
shift after just 1 minute of air exposure. After 1 hour, the TiN component located at 
455eV was significantly reduced. 
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Figure 3.9: Ex Situ AFM Imaging. a) Bare SiO2 and b) 40 cycles TiCl4 + N2H4 at 300ºC. 
The low RMS surface roughness was indicative of conformal TiNx growth.  
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Figure 3.10: NH3 vs. N2H4 Grown TiNx Films. 40 cycles TiNx at 400ºC grown with a) 
NH3 and b) N2H4. The amount of O and C was ~2x larger with the Cl being 50% higher 
in NH3 grown films. Resistance measurements for c) NH3 and d) N2H4 grown TiNx films. 
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Table 3.1: Summary of TiNx Films Grown with NH3 and N2H4.  
Nitrogen Precursor Temperature 
(ºC) 
Residual 
Chlorine (%) 
Number of 
Cycles 
SEM 
Thickness 
Growth Rate 
(nm/cycle) 
Resistivity 
(µohm-cm) 
NH3 300 16.0 80 13 0.16 2,885 
NH3 400 12.1 40 18 0.45 554 
N2H4 300 18.1 80 17 0.21 593 
N2H4 400 8.7 40 11 0.28 359  
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Chapter 4 
The Role of Oxide Formation on Selective Co and Ru Metal ALD  
 
4.1 Abstract 
 Advanced interconnect materials replacing Cu include Co and Ru, particularly at 
early metallization steps in small vias where Cu resistivity increases due to grain 
boundary scattering. In this study, hyper-selective Co ALD was performed from Bis(1,4-
di-tert-butyl-1,3-diazadienyl) cobalt [Co(dad)2] and two co-reactants (formic acid 
[HCOOH] and tert-butylamine [TBA]). Utilizing HCOOH, in situ XPS showed no 
deposition on SiO2 and thick films on Pt consistent with infinite selectivity; however, Cu 
etching was observed. By switching to TBA, no etching and similar metallic Co films 
were achieved with only 4% CoOx on SiO2 independent of the number of ALD cycles. 
Co scavenged weakly bound oxygen from under-coordinated sites on SiO2 leading to an 
unreactive oxidic particulate. These co-reactants were also employed with a Ru 
precursor: η4-2,3-dimethylbutadiene ruthenium tricarbonyl [RuDMBD(CO)3]. Selective 
deposition on metals vs. SiO2 with sub-1 nm roughness in AFM was achieved; however, 
the formation of sub-stoichiometric RuOx on SiO2 was unable to inhibit further 
deposition consistent with the RuDMBD(CO)3 precursor being low valent and Ru being 
less prone to oxidation than Co. The results revealed that metal ALD can be self-limiting 
on oxides if the metal is able to fully oxidize; this is an especially robust type of 
passivant-free selectivity. 
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4.2 Introduction 
As the scaling of transistors continues so does the need for depositing conductive 
interconnect metal in shrinking vias. It is desired to have selective metal deposition for 
bottom-up fill for both middle-of-line (MOL or MEOL) and back end-of-line (BEOL) 
processing. This would induce the formation and growth of larger grains, which are 
expected to decrease via and interconnect resistance by reducing grain boundaries and 
decreasing surface roughness (see Fig. 4.1). This scattering has been well documented 
and simulated for current Cu interconnects (1-3). In addition, bottom-up atomic layer 
deposition (ALD) growth is the preferred deposition method since it should prevent 
keyhole and seam formation in tight geometries and high aspect ratio features. The key 
advanced metals for bottom-up growth include cobalt (4) and ruthenium (5). Cobalt is 
particularly important since it used as both a capping layer on Cu to protect it from 
oxidation (6), and in sub-10 nm vias, where Co is considered to be a better conductor 
than Cu due to Co having a smaller electron mean free path and problems with Cu 
electroplating in sub-10 nm vias (7, 8).  
Conductive Co has previously been reported by the Winter group and was grown 
via ALD using Bis(1,4-di-tert-butyl-1,3-diazadienyl) cobalt [Co(dad)2] and formic acid 
(HCOOH) and tert-butylamine (TBA) at temperatures near 180ºC with high selectivity 
but were not studied with in situ XPS (9, 10). Additionally, the mechanism of selectivity 
was presumed to be precursor decomposition by catalysis on metallic surfaces. Other 
recent work involving Co(dad)2 was performed by Kim et al who used ozone as a co-
reactant, but was only able to achieve cobalt oxide films at 120ºC (11). Ozone as a co-
reactant is corrosive to Cu interconnects (12, 13); therefore, exploring and discovering 
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co-reactants that are not caustic to Cu are crucial. This study seeks to understand the 
mechanism for Co and Ru metal selectivity using in situ XPS, and ultimately determine 
the role of oxide formation on insulators that results in infinite selectivity. 
Extension of the co-reactants TBA and HCOOH were applied to ALD with a Ru 
precursor, η4-2,3- dimethylbutadiene ruthenium tricarbonyl [RuDMBD(CO)3]. Previous 
reports show that this precursor can react with O2 and plasma O2 at elevated temperatures 
(>220ºC) to form ruthenium metal or ruthenium oxide depending on the temperature and 
amount of oxygen dosed per cycle (14). Additionally, resistivities of these films were 
reported as low as 13.7 µohm-cm after a post-deposition anneal (15). More recent work 
has also seen ALD using RuDMBD(CO)3 with H2O at lower temperatures (16), but no 
reference to selective deposition has been reported. Khan et al have used dicarbonyl-
bis(5-methyl-2,4-hexanediketonato)Ru and O2 at 283ºC to selectively deposit Ru; 
however, the use of an inhibitor was necessary to achieve about 10 nm of selectivity (17). 
In the present study, the authors are reporting a novel selective Ru ALD that has been 
achieved on metals vs. insulating substrates as function of controlling the temperature 
and by using HCOOH or TBA as a co-reactant. 
 
4.3 Experimental  
 ALD cobalt metal was explored using a metal-organic cobalt precursor, 
[Co(dad)2], and either a co-reactant of HCOOH or TBA at 180ºC on Cu, Pt, and SiO2 
substrates. Similarly Ru, films were deposited at temperatures between 100ºC and 325ºC 
with HCOOH and TBA to determine the selectivity window. The deposited Co films 
were studied using in situ x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and atomic force 
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microscopy (AFM). Cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used to 
check the film thicknesses to estimate a growth per cycle. 
Cu and Pt samples used in this study were grown by DC magnetron sputtering on 
SiO2 substrates consisting of 300 nm of thermal SiO2 on Si(001) (University Wafer). 
Samples underwent an ex situ degrease involving rinses in acetone, methanol, and water 
before being rapidly loaded into the vacuum chamber (<5 min). Once loaded into the load 
lock chamber, the samples were transferred into the UHV chamber and typically heated 
to 350°C for 30 minutes to produce clean starting substrates. Precursor exposures were 
performed in a deposition chamber, as shown in Fig 4.2. The deposition chamber and 
dosing lines were pumped with a turbomolecular pump producing a base pressure of 
~5x10-7 Torr. The chamber was heated ~125°C, and dosing lines were kept ~10-20ºC 
warmer than precursor containers to ensure precursors would not condense in the lines. 
The Co(dad)2 precursor was heated to 150ºC and was used with ultrahigh purity N2 that 
was passed through a purifier to act as a push gas for the delivery of the Co(dad)2 to the 
samples. RuDMBD(CO)3 was supplied by EMD and gently heated to 30ºC. TBA and 
HCOOH (Sigma Aldrich) were used as received and dosed at room temperature. No 
purge gas was employed to reduce any surface contamination/oxygen incorporation into 
the films.  Before moving samples into the deposition chamber, they were preheated in 
the UHV chamber via a pyrolytic boron nitride heater. For the ALD, samples were heated 
via an enclosed cartridge heater to eliminate hot wire reactions and minimize CVD, 
which would lead to improved selectivity. After deposition, samples were transferred 
back to the UHV chamber where in situ x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was 
performed without breaking vacuum. A monochromatic XPS system (Al kα hν = 1486.7 
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eV) was employed to collect surface-sensitive spectra at an angle of 30° with respect to 
the surface parallel. An electron pass energy of 50 eV and a line width of 0.1 eV were 
used for collection, and CASA XPS v.2.3 utilizing Shirley background subtractions was 
used for analysis. Relative sensitivity factors (Schofield) were used to correct raw peak 
areas before normalization and final quantification. In addition to XPS, surface 
topography was characterized with AFM and samples thick enough were analyzed with 
cross-sectional SEM. 
 
4.4 Hyper-Selective Co ALD 
4.4.1 Deposition with HCOOH  
Nearly infinite selective deposition of Co on a conductor and not an SiO2 was 
observed for 180ºC ALD with Co(dad)2 and HCOOH. Fig. 4.3 plots the normalized XPS 
data after 100 ALD cycles followed by an additional 100 cycles on UHV annealed Pt vs 
SiO2. Pt was employed since it is not etched by HCOOH.  On Pt, a thick (>10 nm) Co+0 
film was deposited while virtually no deposition occurred on SiO2. The raw binding 
energy peaks of the Co spectra on Pt and SiO2 are plotted in Figs. 4.3C and 4.3D, 
respectively. The metallic Co 2p3/2 signal on Pt had a binding energy of ~778eV 
consistent with previous reports for metallic Co (18, 19), while there was no detectable 
Co 2p signal on SiO2 after deposition. 
AFM images showed no change on SiO2 before and after Co ALD cycles 
consistent with no nuclei formation, while the Co on Pt surface roughness remains below 
1.8 nm (Fig. 4.4). The brighter white-colored dots observed on SiO2 before and after 
deposition did not significantly change and can be attributed to hydrocarbon 
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contamination from ambient exposure; these features were ~ 2-3 nm tall before and after 
deposition. On Pt, the imaging indicated a low density of pits consistent with depositing 
Co on a significant carbon component as seen in XPS; plasma pre-clean should eliminate 
these features by reducing the carbon on the starting surface allowing for better 
nucleation and growth. 
To verify self-limiting precursor exposures consistent with ALD, a saturation 
study was performed and monitored with XPS; Fig. 4.5A highlights the effect of 
individual additional half cycle amounts that resulted in self-limiting Co(dad)2 and 
HCOOH exposures confirming ALD behavior. Essentially, 1 pulse (1 second exposure) 
of each precursor was followed by 2 additional pulses of the same precursor (2 seconds) 
to confirm self-limiting behavior in XPS peak areas. Additionally, this study revealed a 
novel mechanism about the reaction. Previously it was thought that the HCOOH 
dissociatively chemisorbed to produce atomic H which removed the ligands from 
Co(dad)2. Instead, XPS indicated that HCOOH did not remove the ligands but instead 
induced a ligand-exchange process. Fig. 4.5B shows the Co 2p peak that indicated the 
HCOOH induced a higher binding energy component consistent with a formate on the 
surface that was subsequently removed upon exposure to Co(dad)2. 
 
4.4.2 Selective Co from TBA 
 Deposition with HCOOH was attempted on Cu substrates (Fig. 4.6A); however, 
the Cu substrate signal never decreased to zero, consistent with etching by HCOOH. 
Therefore, an alkyl amine co-reactant (TBA) was also studied (Fig. 4.6B). For Co(dad)2 + 
TBA ALD at 180ºC, reduced Co metal films were deposited on Cu and Pt substrates with 
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hyper-selectivity against SiO2. Films as thick as 30 nm were grown on the conductors 
while completely attenuating the substrate Cu 2p peaks consistent with zero etching of 
Cu. On SiO2, only 4% CoOx was deposited after an initial 50 ALD cycles. After an 
additional 250 ALD cycles, there was still only 4% CoOx indicative of saturation and 
hyper-selectivity due to a self-limiting growth on the oxide (Fig. 4.7B). The Co 2p3/2 
signal on SiO2 was highly shifted in comparison to the signal on Cu (Fig. 4.7C and 4.7D). 
This shifted signal on SiO2 had a peak position at ~782eV, corresponding to a very 
oxygen rich, and likely stoichiometric Co2O3 or Co3O4 (20, 21). A similar saturation 
study for Co grown with TBA was performed. 
AFM imaging and corresponding line trace data from 300 cycles of ALD with 
TBA confirmed smooth films with low surface roughness on Pt and Cu. After deposition 
on SiO2, small (<5 nm tall and ~5-10 nm wide) CoOx particles were present on SiO2 (Fig. 
4.8), which corresponds to the CoOx observed in the Co 2p XPS spectra. 
To check for the bottom-up fill nature of Co using the TBA process, 3000 cycles 
of ALD was performed on a patterned sample from Applied Materials consisting of 
SiCOH/SiN sidewalls with Cu at the bottom of vias (Fig. 4.9). The patterned sample 
underwent a 300ºC atomic H clean to ensure maximum cleanliness without damaging the 
low-k material. The amount of Cu on the patterned sample was <1% (Fig. 4.9A) even by 
performing XPS analysis at 90º; however, the oxidation state was consistent with metallic 
Cu (shifted due to the effect of surface charging) after the H clean (Fig. 4.9B). The 3000 
cycles of ALD was infinitely selective to the insulating SiCOH and SiN. Moreover, the 
cobalt began growing up from the metallic Cu. Approximately 12 nm of Co was grown 
bottom-up; however, the expected thickness was on the order of 100 nm. It was 
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hypothesized that the porous SiCOH can poison the growth by allowing oxygen/water to 
diffuse out and oxidize the cobalt. Once oxidation occurs, further deposition was 
inhibited; therefore, metallic Co must be restored prior to additional deposition with this 
process. It should be noted that the atomic hydrogen clean was proven not to damage the 
SiCOH so it can be employed for the in situ clean. 
 
4.5 Ru ALD 
 Ru metal ALD was performed with RuDMBD(CO)3 and either HCOOH or TBA. 
It was observed that at a sample temperature of 325ºC, unselective growth of Ru was 
achieved on all surfaces. Likewise, when the sample temperature was set to 100ºC and 
the Ru ALD performed, there was no deposition. However, ALD at 215ºC resulted in 
selectivity of about 1.8 nm on Cu to 0.2 nm on SiO2 when using TBA as a co-reactant. 
Further dropping the temperature to 200ºC resulted in slightly better selectivity, but 
decreased the growth rate by nearly a factor of four (Fig. 4.10). Similar selectivity was 
observed for HCOOH; however, similar to the Co ALD with HCOOH, AFM imaging 
after RuDMBD(CO)3 and HCOOH showed rough films on Cu with an RMS surface 
roughness of nearly 10 nm consistent with etching. By using the more-gentle TBA, the 
deposited films in AFM were very flat with a surface roughness of less than 1 nm 
consistent with the absence of etching (Fig. 4.11). 
 To understand the nature of the selectivity, the raw elemental Ru 3d peaks are 
plotted in Fig. 4.12. Fig. 4.12A shows the Ru 3d peak for deposition on SiO2, while Fig. 
4.12B shows the deposition on the conductors. It was observed that the Ru 3d5/2 peak had 
a position of ~280.3 eV for Ru grown on the oxide, whereas the peak position for growth 
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on Pt and Cu was ~279.8 eV. These binding energies differ by only 0.5 eV; in the 
literature metallic Ru has been reported at values most commonly ranging from 279.9 eV 
to about 280.1 eV(22-24). As for ruthenium oxides, values as high as ~283 eV have been 
reported for ruthenium in +3 and +4 oxidation states (24, 25). Observing a peak position 
nearly 2.5 eV lower than reported values is consistent with a sub-stoichiometric RuOx 
(25). It should also be noted that there is a small C 1s overlap with the Ru 3d3/2 
component.   
 
4.6 Discussion and Conclusion 
 The mechanism of selectivity between the Co and Ru processes has been studied 
with XPS. For Co ALD, XPS saturation studies with HCOOH and TBA indicate a ligand 
exchange mechanism. As shown in Fig 4.5. dosing HCOOH clearly increased the C, O, 
and shifted higher BE components of C and Co on the surface. Ending with a Co(dad)2 
pulse removes the higher BE formate on the surface inducing the formation of a volatile 
reaction byproduct. This was consistent with Co(dad)2 promoting the dissociation of the 
formate ligand from the surface and ultimately driving the formation of a volatile 
specie(s) that are pumped away. In a similar manner, when TBA was used as a co-
reactant, the C and N increase after TBA dosing, and were reduced after Co(dad)2 dosing. 
This reaction was again consistent with a ligand exchange reaction occurring on the 
surface (Fig. 4.13).  
As for the Ru ALD process, a slightly different mechanism is thought to occur 
due to inherent differences with the precursor being low valent and processing dissimilar 
ligands. When the RuDMBD(CO)3 is introduced to the surface, the CO termination 
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remains intact, but the weakly bound butadiene is able to dissociate and pump away. 
When the TBA is then introduced to the surface, the amine can react with the carbonyls 
inducing the formation of a volatile reaction byproduct that leaves the surface terminated 
with metallic Ru (Fig. 4.14).  
The Co process is inherently more selective than the Ru process because of the 
formation of a very oxygen-rich CoOx. The peak position between metallic Co grown on 
Pt/Cu and the oxidized Co grown on SiO2 was nearly 4eV with TBA. With HCOOH 
grown Co ALD, no CoOx nuclei are hypothesized to have formed on SiO2 due to likely 
etching by the HCOOH. In comparison, the Ru grown on Pt/Cu vs. SiO2 was only 0.5 eV. 
This small difference means the sub-oxide of Ru is likely still conductive and able to 
continue the ALD reaction. Two factors are hypothesized to result in the lack of more 
oxygen-rich RuOx formation: (a) The Ru precursor is low valent and (b) RuO4 and even 
RuO2 have heats of formation of -239 kJ/mol (26) and -315 kJ/mol (27), respectively, per 
Ru atom. Co3O4  has a heat of formation of -910 kJ/mol (28) that corresponds to -455 
kJ/mol per Co atom. Therefore Co has a much stronger tendency to react with more 
weakly bound, under-coordinated oxygen on SiO2. In order to achieve better selectivity, 
formation of a more oxygen-rich RuOx is necessary consistent with the higher selectivity 
observed when using a Ru precursor, which has a Ru:O ratio of 4 such as dicarbonyl-
bis(5-methyl-2,4-hexanediketonato)Ru (17). Similarly, RuO4, as fairly recently used by 
Minjauw et al (29), may display improved selectivity. 
The novel Ru ALD selectivity was limited due to the formation of a sub-
stoichiometric RuOx that was not as inhibitive to further deposition. To further improve 
the selectivity on Cu, use of oxygen-rich Ru precursor is needed since an oxidizing co-
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reactant must be avoided for interconnects.  Hyper-selective Co metal deposition was 
produced from Co(dad)2 and both co-reactants (HCOOH and TBA). Utilizing HCOOH, 
no deposition was seen on SiO2 consistent with infinite deposition, however HCOOH 
was observed to etch Cu. By switching to TBA, no Cu etching was observed, a crucial 
restraint to be compatible with existing MEOL and BEOL processing, and similar 
metallic Co films were deposited with only 4% CoOx on SiO2 independent of the number 
of Co ALD cycles. The self-limiting deposition on SiO2 is a novel mechanism of 
selectivity through the formation of an oxidic particulate, which results in hyper-
selectivity.  
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Figure 4.1: Selective Bottom-Up Co. By depositing Co selectively on metals vs. low-k 
materials during via fill, bottom-up growth can induce the formation of larger grains that 
provide lower electrical resistance. 
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Figure 4.2: Chamber Schematic. An ALD chamber connected in situ to the XPS system 
allows for chemical composition characterization without exposure to ambient 
conditions. Additionally, a second chamber with an RF downstream plasma source can be 
used to clean samples with atomic hydrogen. 
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Figure 4.3: XPS of UHV Annealed Substrates that Underwent 100 + 100 Additional 
ALD Cycles of Co(dad)2 + HCOOH at 180ºC. A) On Pt, a completely buried Pt signal 
was consistent with a film >10 nm thick. The rapid decrease in the Pt signal (grey) was 
consistent with a conformal film.  B) On SiO2, the constant Si signal and lack of a Co 
signal indicated no Co consistent with infinite selectivity. Raw XPS Co 2p spectra 
showed a strong metallic component on C) Pt, while no observable spectra is observed on 
D) SiO2. 
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Figure 4.4: AFM Imaging Before and After ALD Cycles on SiO2 and Pt. On SiO2, A) 
before a degrease and C) after cycles, no significant change was observed, while on Pt B) 
before and D) after deposition surface roughness increased from 0.30 nm to 1.77 nm. 
Note there was carbon on the starting Pt surface; therefore, plasma cleaning Pt should 
allow for a more uniform Co film. 
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Figure 4.5: Saturation Study of Co(dad)2 and HCOOH at 180ºC. A) The self-limiting 
exposures were consistent with ALD. The C (black arrows) and O (red arrows) increased 
after HCOOH dosing suggested a formate was deposited on the surface. The decrease in 
C and O, and increase in Co, after Co(dad)2 dosing indicated a ligand exchange 
mechanism for the reaction. B) After HCOOH dosing a higher BE component consistent 
with a formate deposited on the Co surface. The formate was removed after Co(dad)2 
dosing.  
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Figure 4.6: Co ALD with Co(dad)2 along with HCOOH vs TBA on Cu. A) No 
attenuation of the substrate Cu signal (green arrow) with HCOOH was consistent with 
etching of Cu/CuOx. B) When ALD was performed with TBA, the Cu fully attenuation 
(green arrow) consistent with no etching. 
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Figure 4.7: Co ALD with Co(dad)2 + TBA on Pt and SiO2. A) Attenuation of the 
substrate Pt signal (grey arrow) with TBA was consistent with growing a metallic film on 
Co from 300 cycles. B) When ALD was performed with TBA on SiO2, the SiO2 showed 
a saturated amount of 4% CoOx on the surface independent of the number of cycles (blue 
arrow). The Co 2p raw XPS spectra for growth on C) Pt and D) SiO2 resulted in an ~4eV 
difference in binding energy corresponding to metallic vs. oxidized Co deposition, 
respectively. 
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Figure 4.8: Co AFM Imaging and Line Traces of 300 Cycles of ALD with Co(dad)2 
along with TBA on Pt, Cu, and SiO2. A) Pt and B) Cu AFM imaging showed smooth 
films with low surface roughness. C) Small nuclei consistent with the 4% CoOx in XPS 
were detected on SiO2. The nuclei on SiO2 were about 2-5 nm tall and about 5-10 nm 
wide. 
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Figure 4.9: Co XPS and TEM of 3000 Cycles of ALD with TBA on Patterned Sample. 
A) Normalized XPS data indicated Co grew after 500 cycles (blue arrow), but saturated 
after running additional cycles. B) The Cu 2p peaks became metallic after plasma 
cleaning and buried after deposition. C) ALD was selective for 3000 cycles against 
SiCOH and SiN. D) Zoomed-in TEM highlighting ~12 nm Co grown on Cu surface. 
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Figure 4.10: Ru XPS on Cu vs SiO2. At 215ºC, the selectivity of Ru ALD was 1.8 nm on 
A) Cu (green arrows) vs. 0.2 nm on B) SiO2 (yellow arrows). Lowering the temperature 
slightly to 200ºC improved the selectivity on C) Cu vs D) SiO2, but decreased the growth 
rate almost a factor of four. 
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Figure 4.11: Ru AFM on Cu with HCOOH and TBA. Much higher RMS surface 
roughness was observed from Ru ALD grown with A) HCOOH compared to B) TBA on 
Cu. Corresponding AFM of Ru grown on SiO2 using C) HCOOH and D) TBA indicated 
the RMS surface roughness improved on Cu and SiO2 by switching to TBA as a co-
reactant. 
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Figure 4.12: Ru 3d raw XPS Peaks. XPS peaks from the as loaded surfaces, after a UHV 
anneal, and after Ru ALD. The chemical shift of Ru grown on A) SiO2 vs B) metallic 
substrates was only about 0.5 eV. This was consistent with a sub-stoichiometric RuOx 
depositing on the surface unable to fully inhibit further Ru deposition. Note the small C 
1s overlap. 
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Figure 4.13: Proposed Mechanism for Co(dad)2 + TBA ALD. When Co(dad)2 is exposed 
to the surface, dad ligands terminate the surface. Following a dose with TBA, the dad 
ligands are replaced with the amine. The XPS data is consistent with ligand exchange. 
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Figure 4.14: Proposed Mechanism for RuDMBD(CO)3 + TBA ALD. When 
RuDMBD(CO)3 was exposed to the surface the weakly bound butadiene was able to 
dissociate and volatilize. Following a dose with TBA, the CO ligands were able to react 
and induce a favorable reaction byproduct leaving metallic Ru on the surface. 
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